
When it comes to Western big game hunting, elk are in high demand. There are hundreds of outfitters to choose from, but only a select few 
fulfill our standard to be a Signature Event. The R&K Hunting Company meets that standard and there’s a reason we’ve gone back every year for 
almost 10 years. This elk hunt is a staple to our Signature Events program. Not only are there hundreds of wild, unpressured elk to hunt on over 
80,000 acres of private land, but the lodge, food, guides, and hospitality are worth the experience alone. 

Travis and the R&K team live and breathe elk hunting. They have the experience and knowledge to give you the best elk hunting opportunities 
imaginable. There are not many places you can have the chance to hunt elk in the rut with a rifle, but this is it! Bugling bulls in the aspens 
of northeast Utah is hard to beat, and getting to hunt them, rifle in hand in the middle of September makes this one of our most sought-after 
Signature Outdoor Adventures year after year. 

The guides go out of their way to ensure that you have a hunt of a lifetime. They do everything they can to get you in front of a mature bull. For 
them, it’s almost just as rewarding to see you succeed as if they succeeded themselves. They take these hunts personally and, in most
instances, they want you to succeed in shooting a mature bull more than you do.

The lodging and the meals are first class. A light variety of breakfast before the hunt with a big lunch midday and an amazing dinner every night 
certainly wouldn’t allow you to lose any weight on this elk hunt. A spacious and comfortable lodge make relaxing mid-day between hunts easy 
and enjoyable. A pond stalked with trout and other local fish make the mid-day fly by before going out again in the afternoon for the evening 
hunt. A bonus is the feeling of the that fall air and the changing aspen leaves letting you know that there is no better time of the year to be there. 

The Utah Elk Signature Outdoor Adventure is one of the best elk hunts available from first time elk hunters, to seasoned big game hunters. If an 
elk is on your bucket list, you will not be disappointed with this elk hunt. 
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